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Dieser Workshop ist komplett ausgebucht! Bitte kontaktieren Sie das Projektteam. 

This workshop is completely booked up! Please contact the project team. 

 

Wann?/ When?
14.07.2021
09:00 Uhr - 16:00 Uhr inkl. Pausen  /  9 a.m. - 4 p.m inkluding breaks
15.07.2021
09:00 Uhr - 16:00 Uhr inkl. Pausen  /  9 a.m. - 4 p.m inkluding breaks

Wo?/ Where?
digital per Zoom, die Zugangsdaten gibt es nach Anmeldung / digital via zoom, the login data is available after registration

Wer?/ Who?
Studentinnen, Nachwuchswissenschaftlerinnen / female students, female young scientists

 

Inhalt des Workshops/ Contents of the workshop

Leadership is a concept with a wide range of attributions. Leadership means responsibility and dealing with the different faces of
power. In addition, your own idea of leadership plays an enormous role. You have to address different people with different
mindsets, status and ideas. Building relationships and create a culture of identification with projects or organisational targets is a
lifelong learning. Your knowledge about yourself, own skills and capabilities and ideas of improvement can help you to be a good
leader. This includes knowledge about communicative „power“ or „status games“ combined with gendered norms and a way to
address this in your own way, respectively changing these patterns of perception.

This training will address the variety of leadership, leadership skills combined with personal views of leadership and power. Beside
a broad range of leadership toolsets, your concept of power, yourself and sovereignty matter.

How would you handle different situations?

How could you be heard and a good listener in order to guide a conversation in an appropriate way? All these questions will be
addressed in the two day online training „follow me!“.

Methods: In interactive, self reflective and group exercises you will get the possibility to define, discuss and design your idea of
leadership. You will learn and use different leadership instruments, design your self concept as a leader in two days.

 

Sprache/Language

Englisch/ English

 

Trainerin/Coach

https://www.kgc-sachsen-anhalt.de/


›Deborah Ruggieri (http://www.deborah-ruggieri.de/)

 

Anmeldungen einfach per Mail an maria.rosenbaum@ovgu.de (mailto:maria.rosenbaum@ovgu.de)  / 

Registration via email to maria.rosenbaum@ovgu.de (mailto:maria.rosenbaum@ovgu.de)
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